
 

 

Junk-Fi Sampler JFJFJFJF----1111 
 
The Audible Disease JunkThe Audible Disease JunkThe Audible Disease JunkThe Audible Disease Junk----Fi Sampler is a low 8Fi Sampler is a low 8Fi Sampler is a low 8Fi Sampler is a low 8----bit sampler that can record bit sampler that can record bit sampler that can record bit sampler that can record up to up to up to up to 
20 seconds of 20 seconds of 20 seconds of 20 seconds of sound and sound and sound and sound and then then then then play play play play itititit back. The knob  back. The knob  back. The knob  back. The knob suckssuckssuckssucks power  power  power  power to the sampling to the sampling to the sampling to the sampling 
circuitcircuitcircuitcircuit giving you the ability to get some ultra giving you the ability to get some ultra giving you the ability to get some ultra giving you the ability to get some ultra----gritty output. The stagritty output. The stagritty output. The stagritty output. The static memory tic memory tic memory tic memory 
of the sampler will hold the sample even if the power is turned off. of the sampler will hold the sample even if the power is turned off. of the sampler will hold the sample even if the power is turned off. of the sampler will hold the sample even if the power is turned off.     
 

 
 
 
 
 
Plug audio signal into input – plug amplification or other effects processing into 
output --- turn power switch ON – press and hold the RECORD button to record a 
sample (up to 20 seconds) – press the PLAY button to playback --- you can adjust the 
CHOKE knob to distort output and input signal even further – most interesting when 
CHOKE is turned down a bit and a sample is recorded then played back when CHOKE 
is up. If you need to change the battery, remove the 4 screws on the bottom – make 
sure it’s the right sized screwdriver!! – Then put in a new 9-volt battery, please. 

 
 
 
Contact us at disease@audibledisease.com 
if you ever have problems. We’ll fix it up! 

 

 


